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REPORT OF THE DISTRICT PRESIDENT 

16 October 2006 

 

 

Greetings to you from your brothers on the Conference of Presidents and the Praesidium of the 

Synod. 

 

Several reports were given to us last week while we were meeting in Milwaukee. The first one was 

on streaming. Steve Zambo gave us a presentation on video streaming (the WELS version called 
“STREAMS”) and the progress that has been made in the area of using video streaming.  Video streaming 
is virtually TV on the internet.  It is being used for live broadcast of things like synod conventions, etc.  
Viewed stored programming is also possible.   It is not intended to replace the congregation as the 
primary tool for sharing the gospel.   The “soft” launch of “STREAMS” is November 2006 with a hard 
launch in May of 2007.    The hope is that congregations will be able, in the future, to use this for local 
projects. Their church services, for example, could be broadcast “live” or “on demand”.    Quality review 
and theological review will be very necessary.   “STREAMS” will include several channels: educational, 
training, information, music, family, inspiration. The potential for this type of service is tremendous. If you 
have any question about how this can work for you, please call Steve Zambo or Martin Spriggs. 
 
Ministerial Education 
Peter Kruschel presented an updated projection for called workers.   With reduced enrollments at our 
synodical schools, we will be facing a vacancy rate of about 4% among pastors.  This is due mainly to 
fewer mission openings and a number of congregations closing their doors, as well as retirements of the 
larger classes that went through the system.   He also presented the budget proposals for the years 2007-
2011.  There are three scenarios, each of which shows a projected deficit of $2-$3 million each of those 
years. 
One scenario suggest dropping subsidy for MLS in an effort to eliminate the deficit in subsequent years. 
Another suggestion was to freeze all professor salaries beginning with the next fiscal year. You can see 
that these are drastic measures in an effort to keep things going. 
 

Recertification 
Wayne Mueller went through a proposal regarding synodical certification.  At present the following is the 
case: 
 
 
                                     Eligibility                           Qualifies For                      Monitored 
  
NOW  By receiving a divine call       Yearbook & Pension               Individual congr. 
 
PROPOSED     Synodical certification            Yearbook & Pension                  MLC/CPS                  
Jan 1, 2008       (religious) 
  
                        Academic certification             Permanent call                         MLC/CPS  (5 yrs)  
                          (vocational)                                
 

All those who are in serving before January 1, 2008 will be grandfathered and will not lose their 

status in the pension program. If a person is already in the program they will still be vested.  After 

1/1/08 a person who is not synod certified or academic certified will not be in the yearbook and 

they will not be able to be in the pension program until such time as they are certified. 

 

Certification Study 
The Synod Certification Study prepared by the Restudy Committee is not yet complete.  The 
Education Committee of the COP did review the study in its present form and wholeheartedly 
endorses the study and its recommendations, but we await recommending the adoption of the 
study until it is fully completed.    
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Restructuring 

It is absolutely clear that the concept of a “National Council”, as proposed by the ad hoc 

committee to explore some restructuring, is a dead issue as a result of the input from the districts.  

The same is true of the concept of someone else chairing the meets of the SC other than the synod 

president. 

The Leadership subcommittee of the COP recommended that the terms of office of DP’s, synod 

administrator, synod praesidium, and board members remain the same. It also recommended that 

boards continue to call their administrators. These recommendations were approved by the COP. 

 

BME Consultant on Development   
Mr. Alan Zacharias is a consultant with Gonser/Gerber/Tinker/Stuhr.  They are consultants helping the 
schools to assess their advancement efforts.  Most of their clients are colleges, churches, etc.  He noted 
that all church-based institutions are facing the funding problems that the WELS is also facing.  He talked 
about trends in higher education, trends in giving, and giving to schools/churches.  He presented the 
following findings and recommendations: 

• The mission and purpose of our schools is good, but there is very little evidence of a bold vision 
beyond the obvious; recommendation: each school clarify its goals 

• Two of four schools could not cite a strategic plan; recommendation: clarify strategic 
plans/develop a written case statement 

• There is a positive image of the schools among professional church workers, but a limited 
understanding among the laity;  recommendation:  invest in communication strategies, build a 
culture of advancement on campuses, and build relationships with related ministries. 

• There were extraordinary results in the first year of our schools advancement efforts considering 
little staffing was present;  recommendations: build the Annual Fund, become proactive rather 
than reactionary to crisis, staff necessary positions, and develop a major gift process. 

• Generally good communication models are in place and Min Ed has a high priority in the WELS: 
Recommendation: go from crises mode to urgency mode 

• Roles are uncertain.  Recommendation:  clarify roles, coordinate with MCG 
• Volunteers are not significant; pastors not uniformly committed to advancement model; 

Recommendation:  build advisory boards, foundations that reflect ownership, build pastoral 
endorsement. 

 
Appointments 
BME ALHS representative -  Dan Johnson 
WMB  JEA member – Ron Drecktah 
 
Vacancy Profile   
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One pastoral candidate remains unassigned.  All of us are working hard to find a place for this young man 
to begin his parish ministry. 
 
In our district we have one vacancy at Prince of Peace in Houston. Another call meeting is scheduled for 
Monday, the 23

rd
, of this month. 

 
Calls currently held by pastors in the district – Pastor Koelpin has recently been called to Shoreland 
Lutheran High School to teach German and Religion.  Pastor Joel Sauer is holding a call to our 
congregation in Hastings, NE.  I am not aware of any others. 
 
Conflict Resolution 
Representatives of NPH (Kenn Dremer and Ray Schumacher) and WLCFS (Dan Nommensen) made a 
presentation on a proposed project/product dealing with conflict management and resolution.  They 
wanted to receive input from the COP before going anywhere with this proposed project. The COP urged 
them to go forward. 
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COP items 
The meeting schedule for the COP does not include a spring face to face meeting due to budget 
stringencies. Regular teleconferences are being used to address issue in a timely manner. We will meet in 
January in Las Vegas for our annual planning meeting. We will also be led in a review of the three papers 
given at the seminary symposium on Christian Vocation. This study will be led by Pastor Steve Degner. 
 
The meetings for Assignments will be held on May 17-19 at MLC and on May 22-24 at WLS. 
 
Synod Convention Memorials 
The dates of the convention are July 30 – August 3, 2007.  The place is MLC in New Ulm, MN.  The 
proposed theme for the 2007 synod convention is “Declare His Praises!”   The initial submission deadline 
for memorials is January 15

th
.   Those who submit memorials are to be reminded that WHEREAS’s should  

be factual (esp. numbers and figures), so that they are credible when they reach the convention floor.   
Caution always needs to be exercised so that concerns are expressed in a brotherly manner. 
 
Funding Committee Report 

CCFS Update 
The first nine months of calendar 2006 = $13,482,693 (2005 = $12,897,276) +4.5%  The projection is that 
the final increase for the year will be 2.3%.     

 
Schwan Update 
The 2006 gift from the foundation will be about $8.3 million.   

 
Mission Partners 
The Mission Partners program continues to provide revenue for the synod’s ministry program, although 
not to the degree that was hoped for.   We consider it to be a program worthy of continuing for the 
present time.   

 

Endowment Update 

Fund balances thus far are:   MISSIONS (General)  $202,138   Expected   $3,168,040 
                                                      World   $213,856                      Expected    $1,642,500 
                                                      Home   $21,432                  Expected       $947,500 
            MINISTERIAL ED (General)    $366,419    Expected    $3,766,116 
              Seminary                                  $65,787    Expected    $2,915,000 
    MLC                                       $226,796    Expected    $3,135,000 
    LPS                                          $96,458    Expected       $445,000 
     MLS                                            $5,250   Expected          $33,100 
 
Financial Update – Todd Poppe, Dave Liggett 
CFO Todd Poppe gave a report on the finances of the synod.  Fiscal year 2006 ended with a balance of 
$476,000, for which we thank and praise our God.    He reminded us, however, that that balance was the 
result of three things: one, an approximately $1 million increase in subsidy to the schools to help them 
out (primarily MLS-$1 million), two, the deferment of internal debt repayments in 2006 in order to achieve 
a positive balance, and three, under-expenditures by most of the areas of ministry.  The $476,000 balance 
will be used to buffer the budget for fiscal 2007.  A CAUTION:  THESE FIGURES ARE PRELIMINARY 
SINCE FINAL AUDITS ARE NOT COMPLETED.  Congregations (CMO) showed an increase of 2.6%   We 
were also shown a revenue forecast for 2007-2009.  It shows a support forecast of $34,141,000 (+4.3%) for 
FY 2007/2008 and $35,113,000 (+2.8%) for FY 2008/2009.   He also explained the “special funds” study that 
was done by a forensic accountant to get a better handle on what we have in these funds and what is able 
to be spend and what is not because it is restricted. 
 
The COP resolved to continue the “Walking Together” program, with greater emphasis to be placed on 
the celebration of our oneness in Christ and the offering taking a secondary nature.   
 
Faith Focused Finances 
This is another name for the “Schools of Stewardship” that Adult Discipleship is planning to launch after 
the first of the year. 
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Assignment of our PSI Graduates 
President Paul Wendland from WLS reported to the COP on how the seminary has become more 
“evangelically aggressive” in counseling with students concerning their abilities to serve in the public 
ministry.  In the last few years there have been more students asked to discontinue than in the past.   A 
more detailed program of working with the students has been initiated.    
Professor E. Alan Sorum gave a report on the PSI program.  There will be, God willing, six men who are 
ready to be assigned from the PSI program.  We discussed what possibilities there are out there for 
placement of these non-traditional students.  Professor Sorum makes it clear to the men in the program 
that there may be no call awaiting them at the time of graduation.  He indicated that the men in the PSI 
program fully understand this. 
 
CRM’s/Resigned Pastors 
Men who have CRM status will not be listed in the yearbook.  CRMs are to be notified that the CRM status 
will lapse after 3 years without a call.  An appeal may be made for an additional 3 years.   CRM’s can 
preach in their own congregations and, when needed, as supply preachers to keep their preaching skill 
sharp.   
 
WLCFS 
Rev. James Mattek spoke to us on the great number of (and necessary) changes that have been taking 
place at WLCFS.  He began by saying that his promise is to keep the cross of Jesus at the heart of the 
work at WLCFS.   The organization is trying very hard to locate WELS Phd’s in psychology so that they 
can be sure of solid counseling for our people as well as meet the latest industry standards.  Should 
WELS Phd’s (which is preferable)  be unavailable, WLCFS will utilize non-WELS people.  The industry is 
demanding “evidence based” counseling, and counseling within specialties.   A number of people have 
left the agency because they were unwilling to pursue continuing education, some because they did not 
wish to handle more than 20 patient/hours per week, some because they felt they were unappreciated, 
etc.    
You should have received an e-mail from WLCFS seeking your help in locating qualified counselors and 
for helping them determine where they might locate more offices. 
 
 
MLC President Retires 
President Theodore Olsen has announced his retirement to take place at the end of this school year. This 
is an extremely important position in our system of education. The request for nominations has gone out 
and I encourage you to give serious consideration for submitting name for this position. The person you 
nominate should be a good, strong leader as well as a strong people person who will be able to lead the 
school in its efforts to enlist support for the ongoing work of the school. 


